
How do I win the Student of the Year competition? 
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The Student of the Year contest: history and synopsis 

Let me tell you a little history first. It might come in handy in the contest. Historically, studentship as a 

social group emerged in Russia in the middle of the 18th century in connection with the establishment of 

the Moscow University in 1755. 

 

Ever since that time students have been trying to somehow diversify their leisure time, because a student 

should have fun. It was from that distant time all sorts of festivals for students, including competitions, 

such as "Student of the Year". 

 

However, this contest has a small peculiarity. It is connected with the date of the event. The world 

traditionally celebrates Student's Day on November 17, and in Russia it is January 25 (this date is called 

Tatiana's Day). 

 

So it turns out that one university is supposed to celebrate Student Day and conduct the appropriate 

competition on November 17, and in another - on January 25. At the same time in some, especially 

"merry" higher educational institutions this holiday is celebrated twice, and two competitions are held. 

What kind of study is there :) . 

 

As for the competition itself, the main task of such an event is to identify among students the most gifted 

students in various spheres of life: intellectual, physical, spiritual, etc. 

 

How to win in the competition? 

Examples of tests at the Student of the Year competition 

The competition itself consists of a number of stages. Each test focuses on one or another aspect of life. A 

typical set of challenges looks like this: 

 

1) Homework (business card); 

2) an intellectual contest; 

3) Sports competition; 
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4) Creative competition; 

5) Support group competition. 

 

Now I will briefly tell you about each type of tests. 

Home task (business card). As a rule, this stage of the competition is held first. The competitor for a few 

minutes tells about himself, his hobbies, achievements, educational successes. Usually the story is 

accompanied by a presentation or video for better perception of the information. 

 

Duration: 3-5 minutes. 

Intellectual competition. This is a competition, as a rule, which is held simultaneously among all 

contestants. All participants go on stage and answer questions from the moderators. The right of reply 

goes to the person who first raises his/her hand (flag, colored card, etc.). 

 

This competition is often divided into several parts, asking questions from different spheres (logic riddles, 

knowledge of history, architectural monuments). 

 

Duration: 10 minutes. 

A sports contest. As you know, you can't make a lot of changes on the stage, so this kind of tests are held 

in a creative form. 

 

Typical tasks: 

 

- hitting a ball into a basket; 

- score a balloon with a stick into the gate; 

- draw a figure with a water pistol on a cloth so that the audience understood what you drew. 

 

Clearly, the main thing here is not to be stupid, to be willing to sacrifice your outfit in order to win. Yes, 

yes, in the heat of the struggle it often happens that contestants tear their costume or dress (usually, 

participants must be dressed as for the ball, after all, it's a holiday, though in competition form). 

 

Duration: 10 minutes. 

Creative Competition. Here, each contestant performs a number. Usually everyone takes something they 

are good at. 



A sample list of numbers that are shown to the audience and the jury: 

 

- playing a musical instrument (piano, violin, guitar, accordion, etc.); 

- singing; 

- recitation of poetry (other people's or their own); 

- dance (alone or in pairs). 

 

Dance-typical-number-in-the-creative-competition 

 

As a rule, the creative competition crowns the whole event, i.e. is held at the very end. So it's important to 

perform here, as they say, without a hitch. Show the jury and the audience all that you are capable of. 

Shine your talent after all! 

 

Duration: 5-7 minutes. 

Cheerleading Contest. Each contestant has to have a support group. It's usually involved in the contest as 

well. The cheerleader must also prepare a creative number and perform it in front of the audience. 

Cheerleaders will also be evaluated and will be credited accordingly to the contestant whose cheerleader 

performed. 

 

Duration: 5 minutes. 

Now you know what the Student of the Year competition is all about. Now it's time to tell you the secrets 

that will help you win the competition. 

 


